An artificial stock market is established based on multi-agent modeling method. Each agent has a limit memory of the history of stock price, and will choose an action according to his memory and trading strategy. The trading strategy of each agent evolves ceaselessly as a result of self-teaching mechanism. The "market data-like" time series are generated by our model, and by defining a variable to gauge the "evolvement complexity" of this system, we have found a phase transition from simple-phase to complex-phase along with the increase of the number of individuals, which may be a ubiquitous phase-transition in multifarious real-life systems.
Many Social, biological and communication systems are typical complex systems in which the large-scale dynamical properties depend on the evolution of a large number of nonlinear-coupled subsystems. Particularly interesting examples are financial markets, which have been extensively studied because of their economical relevance. Currently, there are many models that can generate "market data-like" time series, including dynamic-games model 1 , behavior-mind model 2, 3 , multi-agent model 4, 5, 6 , and so on. In this article, our main goal is not to show a stock market model with its stock price time series similar to that of a real-life one, but to reveal a possible underlying common property shared by various complex systems. Enlightened by the biological investigation, we have found a phase transition from simple-phase to complex-phase along with the increase of the number of individuals, which may be a ubiquitous phase-transition in multifarious real-life systems.
In our model, before a trade, each agent should choose an action: to buy, to sell or to ride the fence, the former two should determine the price and amount of the trading-application. The buyer with higher price and the seller with lower price will trade preferentially, and the trading-price is the average of selling-price and buying-price. The stock price is the weighted average of trading-price according to the corresponding trading-amount 7 .
Each agent holds a so-called decision-matrix, which can tell him how to do according to the history of stock price. Let p(t) be the stock price at time step t, then the range of fluctuation is r(t) = (p(t) − p(t − 1))/p(t − 1) ∈ (−1, +∞). For instance, table 1 shows a decision-matrix of an agent named John. Based on this matrix, John will choose to sell half of his shares in hand at probability 0.40 when the present fluctuation-pattern is "1, 0, -1, 0, 2". If an agent decides to buy or to sell, the buying-price or selling-price will be chosen completely randomly in the interval [p(t), 1.1p(t)] or [0.9p(t), p(t)] respectively. 
After a trade, each decision-matrix will change as a result of self-teaching mechanism. For each agent, if his action made his money increase, the corresponding probability in his decision-matrix will be doubled, contrarily, it will be halved. After that, the probabilities under the very pattern will be normalized. For instance, if John's action were an unsuccessful one, the probabilities under the fluctuationpattern "1, 0, -1, 0, 2" would become "0.125, 0.25, 0.25, 0.125, 0.25" after normalization. Apparently, there will be no changes if the agent did nothing or his action kept his money unaltered. In order to mimic the "bounded rationality" and "inductive thinking" of investors 8, 9 , we set a very small probability γ, which is called the reversal parameter. Agents may change their decision-matrix in completely contrary direction at the probability γ.
When proper initial condition and parameters have been chosen, the artificial stock market can generate its stock price whose trend and fluctuations are rather similar to that of the real stock market. The figure 1 gives a simulating experimental result. In the experiment we set the market size as 1000 (i.e. 1000 stockholders), the initial stock price as 100. The initial quantity of fund and shares owned follows uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1000000] and [0, 10000] respectively, and the original fluctuation-pattern are randomly selected from the 3125 candidates. Notice that an agent's action may be restricted by his wealth. In other words, he may be prevented from buying or selling because of, respectively, a shortage of fond or Large numbers of experiments have been performed to check if the model can generate price time series of key characteristics according with the real-life one. Since the space is limited, the details are omitted here, but can be referred to in Ref. 10 .
Whether the system is complex is sometimes apparent. This, however, is not necessarily the case. If there is only one simple time series generated by a certain system, it is very hard to make sure that the system is complex. By contrary, we can easily find the evidence if the system is obvious incomplex. A price time series p(t) generated by our model with length L is defined to be simple if its tail() is monotone or belongs to a finite period or reaches a approximate fixed point. Here, "tail" means the last 0.1L points, and "it reaches a approximate fixed point" means the ratio of its range to its average is smaller than 0.05. Let the market size be fixed and other parameters be variable, if m simple time series are generated by n independent experiments, then the evolvement complexity of size N is loosely defined as C(N ) = n−m n . As is shown in figure 2 , the system evolutive behavior is evidently divided into 3 areas. When N ≤ 50, the behavior is simple, and its evolvement complexity increases rather slowly with the increasing of the number of individuals. When N ≥ 100, the system has a great evolvement complexity, but its "complex degree" does not increase with the increasing of the number of individuals. Therefore the areas N ≤ 50 and N ≥ 100 can be considered as the simple-phase and complex-phase respectively. Between these, the complexity increases fiercely with the increasing of the number of individuals, thus it is called the critical interval with the inf-criticalpoint 50 and sup-critical-point 100. Biology researches indicate that some sociality insects (such as ant, bee, and so on) have a similar characteristic of behavior. When the insects are few (no more than the inf-critical-point), their behaviors are simple; after the insects reaches a certain number (the sup-critical-point), there must exist highly complex behaviors such as nidificating and storing food and so on; when the number is in between, their behaviors could be simple and complex alike. Whether this process of phase transition is a common characteristic of many real-life systems that do not seem alike at all in appearance is a question worth studying.
